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Abstract
In our paper we consider the notion of bounded bisimulation of Kripke models 
for intuitionistic first-order theories. As it is already known, in this case, the 
existence of bisimulation between given two Kripke models implies their logical 
equivalence. We present a new result which states that, under some additional 
conditions, for every two first-order Kripke models that are equivalent, there is a 
bisimulation between them.
Introduction
Given two classical structures, one of the most important questions is 
whether they validate the same formulae. Since the notion of logical equiv­
alence involves language, our aim is to find a suitable condition that is 
defined directly in terms of structural properties. When we discard the 
notion of structure isomorphism as a too strong and too restrictive one, we 
have to look for another condition for logical equivalence.
In classical model theory the problem was to find a structural descrip­
tion for the notion of elementary equivalence. It was first stated by Al­
bert Tarski. The solution was found by Fraisse and then by Ehrenfeucht, 
and can be formulated in terms of the well-known notion of Ehrenfeucht- 
Fraissee game. One of the versions of Ehrenfeucht-Fraissee Theorem states 
that two classical first-order structures A and B are elementarily equiv­
alent with respect to all sentences with quantifier complexity not greater 
than n, A =n B, whenever there exists a winning strategy for Duplicator
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in Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game of length n on structures A and B. It turns 
out that the inverse implication also holds, but it requires some additional 
assumptions.
In this paper we consider the case of Kripke semantics for intuitionistic 
first-order theories. In this case the problem is to find a structural descrip­
tion for the notion of logical equivalence of two Kripke models. To this end, 
as a counterpart of the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game of length n on structures 
A and B we consider the notion of bounded bisimulation between nodes a 
and P of Kripke models K and M respectively. Namely, if we confine our 
considerations to Kripke models built up from a single node, the notion 
of bisimulation coincides with the Ehrenfeucht-Fraissee game, and theorem 
which states that bisimulation implies logical equivalence is an analogue of 
Ehrenfeucht-Fraissee Theorem mentioned before.
In the case of Kripke models for intuitionistic first-order logic, it is 
already known that the existence of bisimulation between nodes of two 
Kripke models implies their logical equivalence (see [2]). The subject of 
our research is, however, the reverse implication.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of 
basic definitions needed in further considerations. It contains notions such 
as first-order formula, a characteristic of a formula, first-order Kripke model 
as well as logical equivalence, and bounded bisimulation.
In Section 3 we quote the well-known result concerning bounded bisim­
ulation and logical equivalence. Then, we confine ourselves to the case of 
finite signature of the language L with no function symbols. Moreover, 
we consider finitely saturated Kripke models. Under those assumptions we 
obtain the main theorem which states that logical equivalence of nodes of 
two strongly finite Kripke models implies bisimulation between them.
Preliminaries
The aim of this section is to present the notion of bisimulation in the case 
of first-order intuitionistic logic. For a comprehensive overview of classical 
model theory topics see [1]. Definitions appearing in this section can be 
found in [3] and [2].
Let us consider the classical first-order language L with equality. Its 
(possibly infinite) signature consists of constants, function and relation 
symbols. First-order formulae are built up from atoms and symbols ±, 
T (falsum and verum) by means of A, V, and quantifiers 3, V. As a
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measure of formula's complexity, we define the characteristic of a formula 
p(x), char(p), as follows
• If p is an atomic formula, then char(p) = ( '0.; 0.3 0).
Suppose that formulas p1, p2 are given and char(pi) = ( 'pi.' qi.3 rj for 
i = 1. 2. Let p = max(p1. p2), q = max(q1. q2) and r = max(r1. r2).
• If p = pi A p2 or p = pi V p2, then char(p) = ( 'p.' q.3 r).
• If p = pi p2, then char(p) = ('p + 1,v q.3 r).
• If p = Vxpi, then char(p) = 'p-. qi + 1,3 ri).
• If p = 3xP1, then char(p) = 'p-. qi.3 r- + 1).
We put ( 'p.' q.3 r) A ('p'.v q'.3 r') whenever p < p', q < q' and r < r'.
Consider two classical first-order structures M and N for a given lan­
guage L. A function f: M N will be called weakly structure preserving 
if and only if
(i) for every n, every n-ary function symbol F of L, and every n-tuple 
a e M,
f (F M (a)) = F N (fa).
(ii) for every n, every n-ary predicate symbol P of L, and every n-tuple 
a e M,
PM(a)=^ PN(fa).
Let K be a partial order viewed as a small category. Its objects called 
nodes will be denoted by a.ft.Y. etc., while morphisms between them 
by f. g, etc. For simplicity, and to emphasize that K is a partial order, 
we will write a <f ft to denote the morphism f: a ft between nodes a 
and ft. Let A be the category of classical first-order structures with weakly 
preserving functions as morphisms. By a Kripke model for a first-order 
language L we mean a functor K: K A such that for each arrow a <f ft 
there is assigned a weakly structure preserving function K(f): K(a) 
K(ft). Category K is called the frame of the model K, whereas objects of 
A will be called worlds of the model K. For simplicity we will write f for 
K(f), and Ka for K(a). So, informally, a Kripke model K can be viewed as 
a family of first-order structures partially ordered by weak homomorphisms 
between them. For the general definition see [4].
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The forcing relation IFk on K is defined inductively over the construc­
tion of a formula. Consider a node a and a sequence a := a1,..., an of 
elements of the structure Ka, we put
• a Fk and a IFk T
• a IFk p(a) Ka = p(a) for all atomic formulas <p>(x)
• a IFk (<p> A p)(a) a IFk <p>(a) and a IFk ^(a)
• a IFk (<p> V p)(a) a IFk ^(a) or a IFk p(a)
• a IFk (<p> p)(a) Va<fa' (a' IFk p(fa) z a' IFk p(fa))
• a IFk 3yp(a, y) a IFk <^(a, b) for some element b e Ka
• a IFk Vyp(a, y) ^a<f a' a' IFk p(fa, b) for all b e Ka'
Notice that the forcing relation is persistent in the sense that
(a IFk <p>(a) A a <f a') z a' IFk ^(fa)
for any formula <p>(x). We say that model K forces the formula <p>(x) if it is 
forced at every its node, i.e.
K IF a IFk for all a e K.
Having given two Kripke models K and M, the essential question is 
whether worlds of K and worlds of M validate the same formulae. Thus, 
for nodes a e K, P e M we define a relation =p,q,r as follows
a =p,q,r p * z (a FK p IFj lA)
for all formulae <p>(x) with char(<p>) A ( 'px q,3 r). We say that a and P are 
equivalent, a = P, if and only if a =p,q,r P for all p,q,r > 0. For sequences 
a and b of elements of worlds Ka and M ( respectively, approaching a more 
model-theoretical notation, we define
(a, a) =p,q,r (P,b) * z (a IFk p(a) A P IFm ^(b))
for all formulae <p>(x) with char(p) A ('p,v q,3 r).
Now, consider any two first-order structures A and B. Let a = a1,... ,an 
and b = b1,... ,bn be sequences of elements of A and B respectively. Let 
f: A A' and g: B B' be morphisms of classical structures. To
denote the finite mapping n = {(a1, b1),..., (an,bn)} between A and B 
we will use the symbol (a; b). For morphisms f and g we define a rela­
tion nf,g C A' x B' as {(fa1, gb1),..., (fan,gbn)}. Moreover, we define
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a partial isomorphism between structures A and B as a finite mapping 
{(a1, b1),..., (an, bn)} C A x B such that
A = ^(a) < > B = ^(b)
for every atomic formula y>(x).
Finally, we present the definition of bisimulation for first-order Kripke 
models (for a more general case see [2]). Consider two Kripke models 
K and M. Let a and P be nodes of K and M respectively, let n range 
over mappings between worlds of K and worlds of M, and let p,q,r > 
0. A bounded bisimulation between Kripke models K and M is a 6-ary 
relation that satisfies conditions specified below. We will write n: a ~p,q,r 
P whenever n, a,p, q, r, P are in that relation.
(i) n: a ^0,0,0 P n is a partial isomorphism between Ka and Mg
(ii) n: a ~p+i,q,r P n is a mapping between Ka and Mg and
(^ -zig) for every a <f a' there is P <g P' such that nf,g : a' "-g,q.r P'
-zag) for every P <g P' there is a <f a' such that nf,g : a' ~p,q,r P'
(iii) n: a ~p,q+i,r P n is a mapping between Ka and Mg and
(V-zig) for every a <f a' and a G Ka there are P <g P' and b G Mgr 
such that nf,g U {(a, b)} : a' ~p,q,r P'
(V-zag) for every P <g P' and b G Mgr there are a <f a' and a G Ka 
such that nf,g U {(a, b)} : a' ~p,q,r P'
(iv) n: a ^p,q,r+1 P n is a mapping between Ka and Mg and
(3-zig) for every element a G Ka there exists b G Mg such that n U 
{(a, b)} : a ^p.q.r P
(3-zag) for every element b G Mg there exists a G Ka such that n U 
{(a b)} : a '"''p.q.r P
Bounded Bisimulation and Logical Equivalence
This section reveals the relationship between notions of bounded bisimula­
tion and logical equivalence.
First, we present the well-known result concerning those notions.
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Theorem 1. Let a and ft be nodes of Kripke models K and M respectively. 
Assume p. q. r > 0 and (a; b) is a mapping between worlds Ka and Mp such 
that for some bisimulation ~ we have (a; b): a ^p,q,r ft. Then
a IHk p(a) ? ft IHm P(b)
for every formula p(x) such that char(p) A ( 'p.' q.3 r).
Proof: For a proof see [2]. □
A natural question is whether the inverse implication also holds. It 
turns out that we have to restrict our considerations to a much smaller class 
of Kripke models. Having analysed corresponding theorems of classical 
model theory, we have noticed that some additional assumptions on Kripke 
models, language L or first-order structures are needed.
To start with, the finite signature of L will be considered with no 
function symbols. Moreover, we introduce the following notions.
Definition 2. We say that model K is strongly finite if and only if both 
the frame K and first-order structures assigned to the nodes of K are finite.
Definition 3. We say that node a of a Kripke model K is finitely saturated 
with respect to a class of formulas r if and only if for every pair of formulas 
p(x).0(x) e r whenever there exists a Kripke model M and a node ft of 
M such that
a =r ft
and an element b e Mp with
ft IPm P(b) and ft \^m 0(b).
then there exists an element a e Ka with
a IFk p(a) and a \^k "0(a).
We will say that Kripke model K is finitely saturated with respect to r 
whenever its nodes are finitely saturated with respect to r.
Now we are ready to prove the main result of the paper.
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Theorem 4. Let K and M be strongly finite Kripke models, and let p, q, r > 
0. Moreover, let models K and M be finitely saturated with respect to a 
class of formulas r = {^(x): char(p) ('p + q,' q,3 r)}. Then, for every 
nodes a and P of models K and M respectively, and sequences a and b of 
the elements of the structures Ka and Mg respectively, if
(a, a) =p+q,q,r (P,b),
then
(a; b) : a p,q,r P
for some bisimulation
Proof: Let a and P be nodes of finite Kripke models K and M, and let Ka 
and Mg be finite first-order structures assigned to those nodes respectively. 
Let a and b be sequences of the elements of Ka and Mg respectively. We 
assume that (a, a) =p+q,q,r (P,b), i.e.
a IPk p(a) < > P IPm ¥>(&)
for all formulae ^(x) with char(p') ('p + q,' q,3 r). Let y > a and 6 > P 
be arbitrary nodes accessible from a and P respectively (when it is not 
necessary and do not lead to confusion, we omit the superscripts f and g 
that denote the morphisms), and let c and d be sequences of the elements 
of Ky and Mg respectively. For 0 < i < p, 0 < j < q, 0 < k < r we define 
a relation ~ as follows
(c; d): y ~i,j,k 6 (y IHc y>(c) 6 IFm ^(d))
for all formulae ^(x) with char(p) ('i + j,' j,3 k). By induction on i,j, k
we want to prove that ~ is a bounded bisimulation.
(i) First, assume that (c; d): y 6, i.e.
Y 'He ^(c) 6 IFm ^(d)
for all formulae <fi(x) with char(^) ( '0.' 0,3 0). Let <fi(x) be an atomic
formula. Then, we have
y IFk V(c) < Ky = ^(c),
6 IPm ^(d) Mg = ^(d).
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So, by the assumption, for all atomic formulae p(x) we obtain
Ky = p(c) Mg = p(d).
That means that the mapping (c; d) is a partial isomorphism between struc­
tures Ky and Mg.
Now assume that the result holds for some (i. j. k) A ('0.v 0.3 0).
(ii) For i < p. j < q. k < r, assume that (c; d): y ^i+1,j,k 5, i.e.
Y IHk p(c) 5 IFm p(d)
for all formulae p(x) with char(p) A ('i + j + 1.v j.3 k). We verify the 
-zig) property. So, it suffices to show that
Vy <f y' 35 <g 5' (y' IHk p(fc) 5' IFm p(gd))
for all formulae p(x) with char(p) A ('i + j.v j.3 k).
Suppose there exists y <f y' such that for every 5 <g 5' there exists a
formula pg' (x) with char(p) A ('i + j.v j.3 k) such that
(Y' pg'(fc) and 5' I/m pg'(gd)) 
or
(y' ^k pg'(fc) and 5' IFm pg'(gd)).
Let 0 be the set of all the formulae pg'(x) that have been chosen in the 
above manner. Note that, since 5' > 5 range over the finite Kripke model 
M, the set 0 is finite too. Consider the two following subsets of 0
0o = {pg/(x) e 0: y' pg' (fc) and 5' I/m pg' (gd)}
and
01 = {pg'(x) e 0: y' I/k pg'(fc) and 5' IFm pg'(gd)}.
Obviously, the sets 00 and 01 cannot be both empty. Let us define a
formula
A 0o
A 0o A 0i
01
if 01 = 0
if 00 = 0.01 = 0
if 00 = 0
Let us note that when 01 = 0, it can be easily seen that y' I^k 0(fc), and 
hence, y I/k — 0(c). Moreover, 5' I/m d(gd) for all 5 <g 5', so 5 IFm —0(d), 
which is contrary to our assumption, since char(—0) A ('i + j + 1.v j.3 k).
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Similarly, when 00 = 0, we have y' Fk 0(fc), thus y Fk 0(c). More­
over, S' IFm 0(gd) for all 8 <g 8', so, in particular, 8 IFm 0(d). Then, 
since char(0) A ('i + j,v j,3 k), we get immediately a contradiction to our 
assumption.
So, let us consider the case when 00 = 0 and 01 = 0. Notice that
y' Fk A 00(fc) and y' Fk V 01 (fc) (1)
and
8' Fm A 00 (gd) and S' Fm V 01 (gd) (2)
for every 8 <g 8'. Consider the formula (Ą 00 V 01)(x). Note that 
char(Ą00 ■ V 01) A ('i + j + 1,v j,3 k). By (1) we get
y Fk (A 00 V 01)(c)
and, by (2), we get
8 Fm (A00 V 01)(d),
which is contrary to the assumption
y Fk y>(c) 8 Fm ^(d)
for all formulae y>(x) with char(^) A ('i + j + 1,v j,3 k).
(iii) Now, for i < p, j < q, k < r assume that (c; d): y 8, i.e
y Fk y>(c) 8 Fm ^(d)
for all formulae <^(x) with char(^) A ('i + j + 1,v j + 1,3 k). We verify 
the (V-zig) property. It suffices to show that for every y <f y' and every 
element c e KY' there exists 8 <g 8' and d e Mg' such that
y' Fk f, c) * > 8' Fm ^(gd, d)
for all formulae y(x) with char(y) A ('i + j,v j,3 k). For simplicity we will 
suppress the parameters fc and gd.
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Let us suppose there exists y <f Y' and an element c e Ky such that 
for every 5 <g 5' and every element d e Mg' there exists a formula pg',d(x) 
with char(p) A ('i + j.v j.3 k) such that
(Y' 1^5 pg',d(c) and 5' I/m pg',d(d))
or
(y' I/k pg',d(c) and 5' IFm pg',d(d)).
As previously, let 0 denote the set of all formulae pg',d(x) which have 
been chosen in that manner. Since 5' > 5 and d range over the finite Kripke 
model M and the finite structure Mg' respectively, the set 0 is finite too. 
So, consider the two following subsets of 0
0o = {pg',d(x) e 0: y' I^k pg',d(c) and 5' I/m pg',d(d)}
and
01 = {pg',d(x) e 0: y' I/k pg',d(c) and 5' IFm pg',d(d)}.
We define formula 0 as previously. First, let us notice that when 01 = 0, 
then y' 1^5 A 0o(c). So, it is easy to see that y' ^k — A 0o(c), and, 
since y' > Y and the element c e Ky were fixed, we get y I/k Vx—0(x). 
Moreover, 5' I^.M A®o(d) for every 5' > 5 and every d e Mg', which 
means that 5' IFm — A 0o(d) for every 5' > 5 and every element d e Mg'. 
And hence, 5 IFm Vx—0(x), which is contrary to our assumption, since 
char(Vx—0) A ('i + j + 1.v j + 1.3 k).
Similarly, when 0O = 0, we get y' IFk V ©1(c), and thus y I/k Vx0(x). 
Moreover, 5' IFm V 01(d) for every 5' > 5 and every d e Mg'. Then, 5 IFm 
Vx0(x). But since char(Vx0) A ('i + j.v j + 1.3 k), we get a contradiction 
to our assumption.
Now, let us consider the case when 0o = 0 and 01 = 0. Since
Y' 1^5 / 0o(c) and y' ^5 V 01(c).
we get
y ^k Vy (/0o V 01)(y).
Moreover, since for every 5' > 5 and every d e Mg'
5' I/m /0o(d) and 5' IFm V01(d).
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we obtain
6 IFm Vy(Ą©0 y ©1)(y).
But since char(Vy(/\©0 V ©1)) — ('i + j + 1,' j + 1,3 k), we get a
contradiction to the assumption (c; d): y ^i,j+1,k 6.
(iv) To finish the proof, for i < p,j < q,k < r assume that (c; d): y ~i,j,k+1 
6, i.e
y IHc ^(c) 6 IFm v(d)
for all formulae ^(x) with char(p) — ('i + j,3 j,3 k +1). We verify the 
(3-zig) property. So, we have to show that
Vc G Ky 3d G Mg (7 IHk ^(c, c) 6 IFm V(d, d))
for all formulae ^(x) with char(^) — ('i + j3 j,3 k). Once again, for 
simplicity, we will suppress the parameters c and d.
Let c G Ky. Suppose such an element d G Mg does not exist. Then, for 
every d G Mg there exists a formula ^d(x) with char(^) — ('i + j,3 j,3 k) 
such that
(y 'He Vd(c) and 6 \^m Vd(d))
or
(y Hk Vd(c) and 6 IFm Vd(d)).
Let © be the set of all the formulae Vd(x). Again, since the structure 
Mg is finite, the set © is finite too. So, consider the two following subsets 
of ©
©0 = {Vd(x) G ©: y 'He Vd(c) and 6 \^m Vd(d)}
and
©1 = {Vd(x) G ©: y Hk Vd(c) and 6 IFm Vd(d)}.
Moreover, let us define the following subsets of Mg
T0 = {d G Mg : Vd G ©0},
T1 = {d G Mg : Vd G ©1}.
First, notice that
d G T 6 \^m Ą ©0(d) (3)
and
d G T1 6 IFm V ©1(d) (4)
for every d G Mg. Note also that according to our assumption T0UT1 = Mg.
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Let us consider the case when 01 = 0. That means Mg = T0. We 
have y Fk /\ 00(c), and hence y Fk 3x A 00(x). Since y =i+j,j,k+1 8, then 
8 Fm 3x A 00(x). But, by (3), 8 IFm A 00(d) for each d e T0 = Mg, and 
hence 8 Fm 3x A 00(x) a contradiction.
Now assume that 00 = 0. Then Mg = T1. Let F(x) e r be any formula 
provable in intuitionistic predicate logic. Then
y Fk F(c) and y Fk 01(c).
By the assumption y =i+j,j,k+1 8. Because node 8 is finitely saturated with 
respect to r, there exists an element d e Mg such that
8 Fm F(d) and 8 Fm V 01(d).
Hence, by (4), d e/ T1 = Mg, a contradiction.
So, we can consider the case when 00 = 0 and 01 = 0. We have,
y Fk A 00(c) and y Fk V 01(c).
By the assumption a =i+j,j,k+1 8. Notice also that char(A 00), char(\/ 01) A 
('i + j,v j,3 k), so A ©0, V 01 e r. Then, since 8 is finitely saturated with 
respect to r, there exists an element d e Mg with
8 Fm A 00(d) and 8 Fm V 01(d).
Hence, by (3) and (4), we obtain
d e/ T0 and d e/ T1 .
And thus, T0 U T1 = Mg, which contradicts our assumption. □
Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 we get the following fact.
Theorem 5. Let K and M be the strongly finite Kripke models, and let 
p, q, r > 0. Moreover, let models K and M be finitely saturated with respect 
to the set r. Consider nodes a and P of models K and M respectively, and 
sequences a and b of the elements of the structures Ka and Ms respectively. 
Then,
(a, a) =p+q,q,r (P, b),
if and only if
(a; b): a ~-‘r,.q.r P for some bisimulation ~ .
Hence, as a ”limit case“ we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 6. Let K and M be finitely saturated, strongly finite Kripke 
models, and let a and P be nodes of models K and M respectively. Then,
a = P if and only if a ~ P.
As we could notice in the proof of Theorem 4, the assumption that 
the models K and M are finitely saturated with respect to r is used only 
in the case of the (3-zig) property. In particular, the theorem remains 
true without that assumption when we restrict ourselves to the language 
L without the existential quantifier. More precisely, we have the following 
fact.
Theorem 7. Consider finite language L with no function symbols, and 
without the existential quantifier. Let K and M be the strongly finite Kripke 
models for the language L, and let p, q > 0. Then, for nodes a and P of 
models K and M respectively, and sequences a and b of the elements of the 
structures Ka and Ms respectively, if
(a, a) = ( 'p • q,'' q) (P, b),
then
(a; b): a P for some bisimulation ~ .
Proof: Follows from the proof of Theorem 4. □
Corollary 8. Consider finite language L with no function symbols, and 
without the existential quantifier. Let K and M be strongly finite Kripke 
models for the language L, and let a and P be nodes of models K and M 
respectively. Then,
a = P if and only if a ~ P.
Remark 9. In the proof of Theorem 4, instead of finite saturation we 
could also assume that the Kripke models in question satisfy the Law of 
Excluded Middle, with respect to the class r.
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